CIENFUEGOS
Experience at
Finca La Lima

Boat trip Cienfuegos
$ $ $ $

Finca La Lima, in the Escambray mountains, is a wonderful
rural farm where you can do trekking or horse back riding
throug the rivers, arriving at a small waterfall for a swim. On
return, enjoy a typical Cuban lunch. This experiences includes a welcome treat of natural juices and delicious Cuban
fruits.

Botanical
Garden
Cienfuegos

$ $ $ $

With 97 hectares it is one of the oldest institutions of its
kind on the island, founded in 1901 by Edwin F. Atkins and
his wife. It was dedicated to the investigation and enhancement of sugar cane under the name: Harvard Botanical Station for Tropical Research and Sugar Cane Investigation, but
later he started to bring tropical and rare species of plants
from as far as India and China to plant in the garden. Today
the garden has a large collection of tropical exotic plants
(2000+ species) clustered in 670 genera and 125 botanical
families. Among the most complete collections are orchids
(400+), palms (230+), ficuses (65+) and bamboos (29). We
can organise an expert guide who works in the garden to
take you on a 1-2 hour private tour and explore regions of
the gardens away from the tourist trail.

Trekking
Las Iguanas
$ $ $ $

Tour the Cienfuegos harbor in a small 14 meters fishing
boat. Tour around the city for 18 hour.

Boat tour at
Laguna
Guanaroca

$ $ $ $

New route opened up in the Escambray Mountains with 2,
4 or 6 hour trek followed by snacks and then a short ride
including a cave visit. Finish this delightful tour with a boat
ride back to Cienfuegos. Great varied day out in the mountains above the city and great exercise.

Nuclear Model
Town
$ $ $ $ $

$ $ $ $ $

The Laguna de Guanaroca-Punta Gavilanes Protected Area
and Refuge, located in this province, is one of the countrys wonders and a source of amazement for all who visit.
A garden of biodiversity, the area harbors curiosities like
the Annona havanenses, a plant species once believed to
be extinct, but rediscovered here 25 years ago. The areas
dense vegetation creates a harmonious natural tangle that
includes wild mamoncillo, mahogany, calabash, yellow mastic, buttonwood, brasilettia, oak, copperwood, among other
many xeromorphic species - more than 70 - in this coastal
forest.

45 min northeast of bay of Pigs is located the only attempt
to build a soviet Nuclear Reactor, similar to the Chernobyl
Power Plant, in the western hemisphere. Nuclear City, the
model town associated to the reactor, remained inhabited
after the project was abandoned in 1992. Estimated time 2
hrs.

Cienfuegos
City Tour
$ $ $ $ $

This city tour includes a visit to Jose Marti Park with an explanation of the history and architectural style, a visit to Tomas Terry Theatre, to local markets around the Boulevard
and a visit to Palacio del Valle.

CIENFUEGOS
Performance and
exchange with
Cienfuegos Choir at
Museo Provincial

$ $ $ $ $

The city of Cienfuegos is home to the Cantores de Cienfuegos, a choir that has existed for many generations. They are
one of the leading choral ensembles in Cuba, and their impressive a capella repertoire has wowed audiences all over
the globe.

Kayak on
Cienfuegos Bay
$ $ $ $ $

Paddle the tranquil waters ofone of the most important
ports of Cuba, enjoy the panoramic view of Punta Gorda,
and wonder at the eclectic architectureof the Pearl of the
south.
Not for under 12 years old. This experience lasts from 2 to
3 hours. Remember to bring sunscreen, hat, sunglasses, and
comfortable shoes... And your camera.

Paddle the
southern coast of
Cienfuegos

$ $ $ $ $

The southern coast of Cuba serves up a wealth of waters
easily explored by kayak. Inland, Lake Hanabanilla takes
centre stage: a vast reservoir cradled between the peaks of
the Escambray Mountains, which also offers great hiking.But
the highlight is surely negotiating the turquoise waters and
limestone cliffs of Guajimico, a slice of the Caribbean Sea
riddled with plenty of hidden caves and coves to paddle.

